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Abstract 
This study investigates the laminar burning velocity of premixed methane-air mixtures, having 
controlled supply of micron-sized (75-90 μm) coal dust and sand particles over a range of gas phase 
equivalence ratios (0.9-1.2), dust concentrations (0-250 g/m
3
) and reactant temperatures (297, 350, 400 
K) using a novel Bunsen-burner type experimental design. The experimental results show that, the 
laminar burning velocity is enhanced by the increase in the reactant temperature, irrespective of the 
equivalence ratio of the mixture due to enhanced reaction rates. Addition of coal particles in fuel lean (ϕ 
< 1) mixtures increases the laminar burning velocity initially up to a certain coal dust concentration, but 
after that, the trend is altered; either it remains constant or shows a decreasing trend. The dust 
concentration value, which produces the initial or local maximum, increases with increase in reactant 
temperature. In other words, the reactant temperature plays a significant role in the trend of increase in 
laminar burning velocity with dust addition. For ϕ > 1, at a given reactant temperature, a linear decay of 
burning velocity with dust addition is observed. When a combustible dust particle interacts with the 
flame zone, it extracts energy from the flame (heat sink effect) and releases volatiles, thereby changing 
the local equivalence ratio around the flame zone. Both, increase in the equivalence ratio and the heat 
sink effect, are influenced by the reactant temperature. A mathematical model including these effects is 
developed and the model predictions are compared with the experimental results. The results are in a 
good agreement for fuel lean and stoichiometric mixtures; whereas the model is found to under predict 
results for fuel rich cases, and needs further improvements. 
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Nomenclature 
A Parameter characterizing rate of 
vaporization of particles, Eq. (2)  
Q  Heat release rate 
q 
 
Heat flux to particles 
B Frequency factor characterizing rate of 
gas phase oxidation of gaseous fuel 
R Universal gas constant 
r Mean radius of particles 
b Burner base width 
uS  Laminar burning velocity 
Cp Heat capacity of air Tb Flame temperature based on original 
mixture and unburnt gas temperature Cs Heat capacity of solid particle 
Ctotal Heat capacity of particle-gas mixture Tf Flame temperature with particles 
c Concentration fT   Promoted flame temperature due to locally 
E Activation energy characterizing the gas  increased equivalence ratio 
phase reaction fT   Reduced flame temperature due to heat sink 
h Height of the flame cone  effect of particles 
k Thermal conductivity Tu Temperature of unburned gas 
Lv Latent heat of vaporization tr Residence time of gas in devolatilization 
zone M Molecular mass 
im  Mass of species per unit volume U 
Average flow velocity at burner nozzle 
n Temperature exponent characterizing rate  
airV
  Volumetric flow rate of air 
 of vaporization of coal particles in Eq. (2) 
4CH
V  Volumetric flow rate of methane 
nproduct Number of moles of products V Volume 
ns Number of particles vw   
Rate of vaporization of fuel particles 
nair  Number of moles of air per unit time   Spatial coordinate 
  Ze Zeldovich number 
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Greek Symbols Subscripts 
  Flame cone angle a Ambient condition 
ε =1/Ze , expansion parameter b Adiabatic condition 
ρ Density of the solid-gas mixture d Devolatilization zone 
ρs Density of the particle f Flame 
δ Thickness of devolatilization zone g Gas phase 
ϕ Original gaseous mixture equivalence 
ratio 
s Solid particle 
u Conditions in the controlled reactant 
temperature condition.   
  v Vapor 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Problem description 
Coal is an important source of energy. Figure 1-1 represents the percentage of each fuel/energy source 
used to generate electricity [1]. It can be seen that coal was used for 41% of the total electricity 
generated in the United States in 2012.   
 
Fig. 1-1: Fuel energy sources for United States electricity generation [1] 
However, its contribution to energy comes with safety hazards. For example, a coal power plant in San 
Antonio, Texas exploded in 2013 [2], and the Ford motor company’s power house exploded in 1999 [3]. 
These explosions were mainly due to small particles dispersed into air or methane-air mixtures. This is 
because more surface area is available for dispersed dust, allowing more heat and mass transfer, which 
in turn releases volatiles easily.  
Besides coal dust, other types of combustible dust are produced in industries through various machining, 
mining, and manufacturing processes. These include organic, paper, sawdust, plastic, metal, etc. These 
create an explosive environment through a three-step process as shown in Fig. 1-2. First, a small flame 
front is generated through various ignition sources. Then, the accumulated dust layers over different 
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surfaces are lifted (entrained) and dispersed into the atmospheric air. These dust clouds are generated by 
pressure generated from an initial explosion. Finally, the flame interacts with the dust cloud, which is 
formed through dispersion. In coal mine explosions, the gaseous mixture is predominantly a methane-air 
mixture, and dust particles are predominantly of coal particles.  
 
Fig. 1-2: Schematic of the dust deflagration process 
As described above, the coal dust-methane-air explosions are usually hybrid in nature whereby the 
deflagration comprises of methane mixed with coal dust particles. The radiation and convection heat 
transfer from the flame and the surroundings can preheat the environment in the coal mine. In addition 
to this, flame along with coal particles emits more radiation as compared to a pure gaseous flame, which, 
in this case is due to radiation emitted by incandescent char particles [4]. This preheated environment, 
from the various sources, influence many parameters related to flame propagation and consequent 
pressure build up. Sometimes preheating itself can even initiate explosion by making the mixture reach 
the auto ignition temperature; this enhances the flame temperature and influences particle flame 
interaction. Thus, it is important to investigate the influence of preheating of particle laden reactant 
mixture on the characteristics of particle laden gas-air flames.  This is the primary objective of this study. 
12 
 
1.2 Incidents of industrial dust explosions 
Dust explosions in the past have resulted in casualties and significant property loss. Coal mines in 
Tallmansville [5] and Montcoal [6], in West Virginia, United States, and Pivnichna [7] and Zasyadko [8] 
in Ukraine are examples of explosions with casualties. Also, the estimated costs of dust explosions in 
166 manufacturing plants were approximately 284 million dollars [9]. Table 1-1 lists the industrial dust 
explosions since 2003 and gives an idea of the severity of these incidents.  
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Table 1-1: Incidents data of industrial dust explosion with fatalities since 2003. 
Industry type Corp./Mine Fuel Location Date Fatalities 
Coal Mine Pivnichna Coal dust Donetsk, Ukraine [7] 2013 7 
Mill Lakeland Mils Wood dust Prince George, Canada [3] 2012 2 
Mill Babine Forest Wood dust Burns Lake, Canada [3] 2012 2 
Manufacturer Hoeganaes Corp Iron dust Tennessee, USA [3] 2011 5 
Coal mine Upper Branch Mine Coal dust West Virginia, USA [6] 2010 29 
Coal mine Pike River Mine Coal dust Greymouth,  
New Zealand [3] 
2010 29 
Coal mine Zasyadko Mine Coal dust Donetsk, Ukraine [8] 2007 101 
Coal mine Darby Mine Coal dust Kentucky, USA [3] 2006 5 
Coal mine Sago Mine Coal dust West Virginia, USA [5] 2006 12 
Manufacturer American Wood Fibers Wood dust Wisconsin, USA [10] 2005 1 
Manufacturer Titan Co. Metal dust Texas, USA [10] 2004 1 
Primary Metal Hayes Lemmerz, Inc. Metal dust Indiana, USA [10] 2003 1 
Manufacturer CTA Acoustics, Inc. Food dust Kentucky, USA [10] 2003 1 
Manufacturer West Pharmaceutical 
Service 
Plastic dust North Carolina, USA [10] 2003 8 
 
Many studies, conferences, and investigations are held throughout the U.S. and around the world to 
study dust explosions. Fig 1-3 represents the distribution of combustible dust incidents by materials, 
according to the Chemical Safety Board [10]. Most of the dust incidents are caused by five different 
types of dust: food, wood, metal, plastic, and coal. According to data shown in Fig. 1-3, 8% of dust 
explosions involve coal dust particles, which show that the current study is relevant to the industrial 
safety. The results of this study can be applied to evaluate the risk of dust explosions. 
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Fig. 1-3: Distribution of combustible dust incidents by material [10] 
1.3 Summary of objective of proposed study 
How fast the flame propagates, or travels, is an important aspect of hazardousness of explosions. Harris 
[11] defines flame speed as the speed at which the thin reaction zone, or flame front, travels through the 
reactant gas-air mixtures. Flame speed, or how fast flame propagates, is directly related to the burning 
velocity. Burning velocity is defined as the velocity with which a flame front moves relative to the 
unburnt mixture immediately ahead of it [11]. Furthermore, Harris [11] notes that both configurations 
are in a laminar flow field. With turbulence, additional parameters come into play and are discussed by 
Rockwell [12]. The current study focuses only on the laminar regime. Fig. 1-4 is a schematic diagram of 
the planar flame and Bunsen flame to explain burning velocity. Burning velocity in a planar flame can 
be described as the volume flowing within the plane divided by the area of the plane. In most cases the 
burning velocity Su will be almost same as the unburnt velocity U. However, for the area of an inclined 
plane, or Bunsen flame, burning velocity can be described as the movement of the unburnt gas relative 
to the flame front in a direction normal to it; thus, sin( )uS U   . Burning velocity is a fundamental 
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parameter of combustible mixtures. Law [13] describes burning velocity as a parameter indicating 
information such as reactivity and exothermicity in a given diffusive medium. Higher reactivity and 
exothermicity result in a higher heat release rate and cause the flame to travel faster. Also, laminar 
burning velocity contains physic-chemical information of the mixture as well as many premixed flame 
phenomena such as extinction, flash back, blowoff, and turbulent flame propagation [13].    
   
 
(a)                                                       (b) 
Fig. 1-4: Schematic of (a) planar flame and (b) Bunsen flame  
The objective of this study is to design, construct, and use a lab-scale experimental apparatus to study 
the influence of reactant temperature on the laminar burning velocity of methane-air premixed flame 
with controlled loading of solid particles of know size and concentration. Two solid particle types – coal, 
representing a reacting solid, and sand, representing an inert solid – are used. A constant particle size of 
70 to 90 μm is used. Concentrations are varied from 0 to 150 g/m3. Temperatures are varied from 297 K 
to 400 K.  An earlier work by Xie et al. [14] studied the interaction between laminar premixed methane-
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air flames and coal particles of different sizes by varying the equivalence ratio up to 0.85 and the coal 
dust concentration up to 250 g/m
3
. The reactant temperature was fixed at 297 K. Xie et al. [14] 
concluded that decreasing the particle size, results in an increasing trend of burning velocity, for 
increasing dust concentration for a fuel-lean condition. In various situations of flame propagation, 
especially through lean mixtures, as a result of coal dust addition, partial volatilization causes the 
mixture to become richer. The volatilization process also extracts energy from the flame. To further 
explore the particle-flame interaction, experiments were conducted in the present study with equivalence 
ratios 0.9 to 1.2 higher than those reported in Xie et al. [14] and two different dusts: coal particles and 
sand particles. Also, the influence of increase in reactant temperature (up to 400 K) is explored. The 
following summarizes the objectives and goals for this study: 
- Development of lab-scale experimental set-up to measure the laminar burning velocity from 
Bunsen burner flames, where dust particles are fed through a dust feeder and the reactants are 
heated using a gas preheating system.  
- Performing experiments to systematically measure the burning velocity under different 
equivalence ratios (0.9, 1.0, and 1.2), different dust concentrations (0 g/m
3
, 50 g/m
3
, 100 g/m
3
, 
and 150 g/m
3
), and at different reactant temperatures (297 K, 350 K, and 400 K) using coal and 
sand particles. 
- Development of a mathematical model to predict the burning velocity in all these cases. 
- Analysis of the influence of elevated reactant temperature on the laminar burning velocity of 
coal-dust-methane-air hybrid flames by using a mathematical model developed for the study. 
1.4 Literature review  
Several previous studies relate to this study. They can be divided into two topics: premixed flames and 
premixed flames with dust and droplets.  
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1.4.1 Laminar burning velocity measurement 
Several studies have developed techniques to determine laminar burning velocity. Obtaining laminar 
burning velocity is difficult because planar, stationary, and adiabatic flames can be rarely achieved [13]. 
According to Law [13], four techniques are widely used to measure burning velocity: the spherical 
expanding flame method, the stagnation flame method, flat and one-dimensional flame methods, and the 
Bunsen flame method. In fact, the laminar burning velocity itself is an Eigen value and strongly depends 
on several environmental factors. 
The spherical expanding flame method utilizes a nominally constant pressure vessel with a freely 
expanding spherical flame, as shown in Fig. 1-5. The products inside the spherical flame are at rest in 
the laboratory frame of reference, so the velocity of flame propagation is the same as the burned flame 
speed. With an assumption that the flame is in a quasi-steady state, the burning velocity can be 
calculated from the burned flame speed and the density ratio of the burned gas and unburned gas, as 
follows: ( / )u f b uS V   . 
 
Fig. 1-5: Schematic of spherical expanding flame 
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Constant pressure vessel, or explosion sphere, is based on research by Andrews et al. [15], Abdel-Gayed 
and Bradley [16], and many publications by the University of Leeds group. The advantages of this 
method are that it can determine burning velocity at moderately high pressure and its amount of gas 
consumption is low. The disadvantage, or complication, of the method is that the heat loss through 
electrodes, the distortion of the flame shape due to buoyancy, especially for slow burning flames, and 
radiative heat loss from large volume of the burned gas can reduce flame temperature and hence the 
flame speed. Also, a curved flame does not conform to the one-dimensional steadily propagating planar 
flame, which can be subjected to flame stretch, and in turn can affect the laminar burning velocity. 
Another variation of the spherical expanding flame method is using a soap bubble, where the 
combustible mixture is placed inside a bubble and then ignited. The bubble expands freely as 
combustion proceeds. This ensures constant pressure, if the experiment is conducted in an open 
atmosphere. The advantage of the soap bubble method is that it only requires small samples.  
The stagnation flame method, by Wu and Law [17], uses a laminar flame stabilized in a well-defined 
stagnation flow field. This can be obtained using two identical nozzle generated flows or by influencing 
a generated flow with a solid wall. Fig. 1-6 shows schematics of a stagnation flame generated by two 
counter-flows. 
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Fig. 1-6: Schematic of double premixed flame 
From Fig. 1-6, it can be seen that as the flow approaches the stagnation plane, the velocity decreases due 
to the counter-flow generated from the other nozzle. By identifying the velocity profile, the gradient of 
the profile indicates where the flame exists, and the local minima can be used to calculate the burning 
velocity. Similar to the spherical expanding flame, the stagnation flame is also stretched, due to its non-
uniform flow profile.   
The flat and one-dimensional flame method is achieved using a flat flame burner. The schematic of a 
typical flat-flame burner is shown in Fig. 1-7. The set up requires a porous plug type flow, as shown in 
Fig. 1-7. After ignition is achieved, the mixture flow rate is adjusted to create a flat flame, which is 
normal to the pre-mixture flow. The flame is stabilized through the heat transfer to the burner. This 
burner can generate a well defined flat surface area of the flame. Based on the given surface area and 
volumetric flow rate, laminar burning velocity can be calculated by dividing the surface area by the 
volumetric flow rate of the mixture.  
  
Fig. 1-7: Schematic of typical flat flame burner  
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The disadvantage of this method is that the flame is not adiabatic relative to the enthalpy of the free 
stream, due to the heat transfer to the burner. If an attempt were made to reduce the heat transfer to the 
burner, the flame could show significant distortion [13]. However, the attempt to reduce heat transfer, or 
heat loss rate, from the flame was made by studies such as Botha and Spalding [18] and Bosschaart and 
De Goey [19]. 
The fourth method, the Bunsen flame approach, is the simplest approach. It utilizes an axisymmetric 
conical premixed flame, which is stabilized at the exit of a cylindrical tube. To generate a parabolic 
velocity profile at the exit of the tube, the pre-mixture must flow through a cylindrical tube about 20 
times longer than its diameter. This parabolic velocity profile generates an inclined flame surface and 
flame curvature. The laminar burning velocity can be obtained from the velocity profile of the gas 
velocity of the visible flame edge. Fig. 1-4 (b) shows the schematic of the Bunsen flame. The procedure 
for calculating the laminar burning velocity using this method will be explained later in section X.  
It is difficult to associate the flat flame method with particles. The spherical and stagnation flame 
approaches should be more accurate. However, the major drawbacks for these two methods are that they 
are expensive, time consuming, and impractical for premixed particle flames. Compared to the other 
three methods, the Bunsen flame approach is simple, bench-scale, and can be adapted for a wide range 
of conditions. It is especially useful when varying the dust concentration, reactant temperature, dust size, 
and other parameters. For these reasons, the Bunsen flame approach is used in this study. 
1.4.2 Gaseous flames 
Andrews and Bradley [20] studied the burning velocity of methane-air mixture while identifying 
parameters involved with the combustion process. Through experiments and computational models, Qin 
et al. [21] studied the effects of oxygen composition, or concentration, on the dynamics, structure, and 
burning velocity of lean methane-air premixed flame through experiments and computational models. 
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Metghalchi [22] constructed and verified a laminar burning velocity measurement facility for methane–
air mixtures.  
Pressure and temperature are important parameters, which influence many other parameters involved 
with explosions, such as reactivity, thermal conductivity, and heat capacity. Kobayashi et al. [23] 
investigated the influence of elevated pressure on the turbulent burning velocity of lean methane-air 
premixed flame. They found that the ratio of turbulent burning velocity over laminar burning velocity 
increases with turbulence intensity and pressure.  
Rafidi et al. [24] analyzed high-temperature air combustion and described its thermodynamics. Ghaderi 
and Gupta [25] studied the characteristics of gaseous diffusion flames at elevated temperature under 
microgravity conditions. Natarajan et al. [26] researched the laminar burning velocity of a 
H2/CO/CO2/N2 mixture and analyzed the influence of preheat temperature and pressure by comparing 
model predictions with experimental results. Saeed et al. [27] studied the laminar burning velocity of 
propene–air mixtures with experimental data obtained using a constant-volume vessel by varying 
reactant temperature, pressure, and equivalence ratio; the results showed that the burning velocity 
increases as the reactant temperature increases. Konnov [28] analyzed the effects of temperature on the 
laminar burning velocities of methane–air and hydrogen–air flames by comparing a model with 
experimental data from previous studies; the study focused on finding the temperature power exponent 
coefficient for the laminar burning velocity. Gu et al. [29] experimentally determined unstretched 
laminar burning velocity by photographic observation of spherically expanding flames at elevated 
temperatures and pressures. According to the observation, flame instability occurred for methane-air 
mixtures at high pressures. A model was developed to predict burning velocity of the mixture and the 
predicted results were compared with the experimental results to identify the effects of elevated 
temperature. Dugger [30] and Andrews and Bradley [20] have studied the effects of initial reactant 
temperature on laminar burning velocity. The studies determined power law correlations between 
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laminar burning velocity and initial temperature of unburnt mixtures. These equations are used to 
generate data of laminar burning velocity of stoichiometric methane-air flame over the range of reactant 
temperature from 150 K to 700 K, as shown in Fig. 1-8. 
 
Fig. 1-8: Variation of burning velocity of stoichiometric methane-air mixture with initial 
temperature, Andrews and Bradley [20] and Dugger [30]. 
1.4.3 Premixed flames with dusts and droplets 
Buhre et al. [31] provided comprehensive reviews of research related to oxygen-fuel combustion for 
coal-fired power generation. Eckhoff [32] and Joshi [33] provide useful reviews of publications and 
research related to dust flames and dust explosions. Experiment on dust flame has been one of the main 
areas of study for many researchers. Seshadri et al. [34] analyzed flame propagation in uniformly 
distributed particle-cloud flames by developing a theoretical model of the burning velocity of a coal dust 
flame. Biadabi and Rahbari [35] extended Seshadri’s work to include the effects of inert particles. 
Bradley et al. [36] modelled laminar pulverized coal methane–air flames, to estimate the laminar 
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burning velocity. Cassel et al. [37] developed one of the first burners capable of testing dust-air mixture. 
Goroshin et al. [38] measured burning velocity of aluminum-air flame using a Bunsen burner. Xie et al. 
[14] studied laminar premixed methane–air flames with coal particles of different sizes. They showed 
that the laminar burning velocity of methane–air–coal dust mixtures is a function of two competing 
effects: a local increase in the equivalence ratio, due to coal particle volatilization in the preheat zone, 
and a reduction in flame temperature, due to the heat sink effect of the particle–flame interaction. 
Rockwell et al. [12] investigated the effects of coal particles on a turbulent premixed flame while setting 
multiple parameters as variables (particle size, particle concentration, gas-phase equivalence ratio, and 
turbulence intensity). These two studies showed that smaller particles and a higher concentration 
enhanced the burning velocity more than larger particles and a lower concentration.  
Greenberg et al. [39] studied spray combustion in premixed gas flame with liquid fuel droplets and 
found that adding liquid fuel droplets enhance the burning velocity under specific conditions. Suard et al. 
[40] analyzed and established different spreading regimes for different droplet concentration and size. 
For dust concentration-related studies, Graves and Wendt [41] tested the flammability of coal with 
various concentration levels in a laminar diffusion flame, while Hertzberg et al. [42] tested the 
flammability of pulverized coals and other types of dust. 
Other parameters, such as propagation and devolatilization of dust, also play important roles in dust 
flames. Smoot and Horton [43] developed numerical models for propagation of coal-air premixed flame. 
Niksa et al. [44] studied the devolatilization of coal at elevated pressures and temperatures. Bradley et al. 
[36] also analyzed devolatilization of coal at various temperatures. These researchers calculated the 
global and species devolatilization rate at various pressures and for various grades of coal.  
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1.4.4 Premixed flame with dusts at elevated reactant temperature. 
As shown above, many researchers have investigated gaseous, droplet air, particle–air, and particle–gas–
air flames. The studies investigating the influence of reactant temperature have been limited to only gas-
air flames. There have been no studies on the influence of reactant temperature on particles entrained in 
premixed gaseous flames. As also stated above, the radiation and convection heat transfer from the 
flame and its surroundings can preheat the environment, and the presence of dust creates more radiative 
heat transfer. The preheated reactant temperature influences laminar burning velocity. Thus, the main 
focus of this study is to analyze the influence of reactant temperature over the range of 297–400 K on 
the laminar burning velocity of these hybrid flames. In addition, this study also examined dust 
concentration, dust type, and the gas-phase equivalence ratio. 
1.5 Structure of the study 
This study consists of seven chapters, and four appendices.  Seven chapters are Introduction, 
Experimental set-up and procedure, Discussion of the experimental results, Mathematical model, 
Comparison and analysis, Summary and conclusions, and Future work and recommendations. First 
chapter consists of five different sections and discusses about motivation and literature reviews. Second 
chapter is made of four different sections and explains details of apparatus and procedures. Third chapter 
divides into two different sections and discusses about experimental results. Fourth chapter is comprised 
of four sections and detail steps of mathematical model to predict laminar burning velocity. Fifth chapter 
consists of two sections and compare predicted laminar burning velocity and experimental results. Also 
it discusses about analysis of experimental results. Sixth chapter summarizes the key conclusions and 
findings of this study. Seventh chapter discusses considerations and recommendations for future studies.  
Four appendices A, B, C, and D are included at the end of the manuscript. Appendix A presents an 
alternate methodology for the mathematical model which was tried during the study but was 
unsuccessful. Appendix B contains images of  the experimental apparatus.  Appendix C presents images 
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of flames at different concentrations and equivalence ratios (gas-only, and gas-dust). Appendix D 
contains flame-images used for laminar burning velocity calculation for all cases.  
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2. Experimental set-up and procedure  
2.1 Preface 
A lab-scale experimental set-up to measure laminar burning with a Bunsen-flame approach, capable of 
controlling the dust concentration, gas-phase equivalence ratio, and reactant temperature has been 
designed and constructed. The experimental platform consists of four parts: dust feeder, burner, gas 
heater, and shadowgraph set-up. Dust feeder is designed to ensure continuous supply the dusts to the 
burner with controllable feed rates. Gas heater is placed to preheat the reactants to desirable temperature. 
Gas flow to the burner is controlled to achieve laminar flow rate and desired equivalence ratio. 
Shadowgraph set-up is included to detect flame edge to calculate laminar burning velocity.   
2.2 Dust feeder 
A dust feeder is developed to supply a constant flow of dust to the burner. Several designs were tried for 
the dust feeder and are shown in Fig. 2-1.  
        
(a) 
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       (b)                                                                            (c) 
Fig. 2-1: Dust feeder design: (a) slot opening dust feeder [14], (b) solids conveying eductors [45], 
(c) fluidized bed system [46]. 
The naturally entraining dust feeder with slots, shown in Fig. 2-1(a), has been adapted from Xie et al. 
[14]. The orifice located underneath the slot opening generates a pressure drop that causes coal dust 
particles stored in the inverted cone to become entrained by the high velocity gas flow through the 
orifice.. Dust concentration can be controlled by changing the size of the slot size opening area. This can 
be done by covering the slot size opening with another tube. The advantage of this set-up is that it does 
not require any moving parts. Dust is injected naturally. A stationary platform can benefit the flame in 
terms of stability and minimizing the effects of movement, which can affect the flow of gases and the 
flame. However, the design is not suited for smaller size particles or experiments with high flow rates. 
According to Xie et al. [14], smaller particles generate strong cohesive force and dust entrainment rate 
becomes unstable. Also, for high flow rates, dust concentration becomes almost independent of the slot 
opening size. The design requires constant measurement of the weight using a load cell as suggested by 
Xie et al. [14]. However, due to the gas heater, the weight of the apparatus exceeds the suggested weight 
capacity of load-cell which has sensitivity of 0.01g. The sensitivity is required to measure dust 
concentration at a given dust feed rate. 
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The solids conveying educator [46] shown in Fig. 2-1(b) uses gravity with the pressure drop generated 
by the nozzle on the left side to inject dust from an inverted cone. A Venturi tube enhances the flow rate 
of the mixture, creating a pressure drop to transport dust towards a second nozzle, which is on the 
bottom right side of the Fig. 2-1(b). The transported dust enters the Bunsen tube due to forced 
convection that is generated by the second nozzle. The upstream flow of dust mixtures enters the burner. 
The dust is pushed from below to the exit of the burner. This design also does not require any moving 
parts, but the design has several limitations. For laminar flow range, dust gets accumulated underneath 
the nozzle at the side, creating variations in the supply of dust. Also, smaller particles are trapped near 
the inverted cone, due to a cohesive force. The design would be suitable for larger size particles and high 
flow rates, which are not involved in this study. 
A fluidized bed system shown in Fig. 2-1(c) is adapted from Truett et al. [47]. It uses two different gas 
flows, an input from the bottom, which fluidizes the dust, and another input buried under the dust from 
the top, which is the jet input. Fluidizing input passes through the beads and porous disk, creating almost 
a flat velocity profile. The dust is fluidized by entering the upstream flow. The jet input accomplished by 
the means of the the jet ring, which consists of a thin tube in the shape of a ring with 10 small holes that 
inject high velocity mixture upward. The jet ring is kept buried under the dust. Jet input causes the upper 
section of the feeder to increase velocity and increases the output quantity of the dust particles. By 
adjusting the flow rate in the jet ring, the dust concentration and its feed rate, can be adjusted. Changing 
fluidizing gas input will result in a large difference in the dust concentration, and changing the jet input 
will able to control the dust concentration in fine amounts. This design was able to precisely control the 
dust concentration. It could also handle a range of dust particle sizes and be used for a long time. 
However, it needs a minimum gas velocity, which was not within the laminar flow range. 
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Fig. 2-2: Final dust feeder design. 
The final design, as shown in Fig. 2-2, uses a screw feeder to supply dust continuously to the burner. 
Dust is held in the container connected to a helical screw. Dust is mixed with methane input. Dust is 
supplied to the burner with helical screw. The dust concentration is controlled by the helical screw feed 
rate. A vibrator is attached to the side of the feeder to prevent the agglomeration of the powder on the 
walls and cohesive force. Feed rate can be controlled by a dial switch. With a controllable feed rate, the 
dust concentration can be calibrated for each methane flow rate. Each calibration is done by collecting 
dust while operating the dust feeder for certain time periods. Dust calibration is done three times: for 20 
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seconds, 20 seconds, and 40 seconds. The dust is collected with a dust hopper, as shown in Fig. 2-3, 
which is similar to a device used by Rockwell et al. [12]. The container is made of plastic. Dust along 
with mixtures input from the bottom is connected to exit of the burner. A filter on top of the hopper 
allows gas to pass but collects the dust inside the hopper. Dust accumulates at the bottom section of the 
hopper.  
 
Fig. 2-3: Schematic diagram of dust hopper to calibrate dust feeder 
The filter is held in place with silicon. The collected dust is weighed on a load cell. The process is 
continuous and is carefully controlled until the desired concentrations (50 g/m
3
, 100 g/m
3
 and 150 g/m
3
), 
at ambient temperature, are achieved. Each feed rate is marked on the dial. Table 2-1 shows the results 
of the dust calibration.  
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Table 2-1: Coal dust calibration data 
 
Flow rate (lpm) ϕ Feed rate Dust accumulated (g/min) Dust concentration 
  Air Methane     20 sec 20 sec 40 sec Avg Average (g/m
3
) 
  3.2 0.302 0.9 Low 18 18 16.5 17.50 50.00 
        Medium 33 33 37.5 34.50 98.57 
        High 51 54 51 52.00 148.57 
  3.17 0.332 1 Low 18 18 19.5 18.50 52.86 
        Medium 36 39 33 36.00 102.86 
        High 57 57 54 56.00 160.00 
  3.11 0.392 1.2 Low 18 21 19.5 19.50 55.71 
        Medium 39 33 33 35.00 100.00 
        High 54 54 52.5 53.50 152.86 
 
Dust calibration results showed maximum uncertainties of 13 g/m
3
 and 15% range. An increase in 
reactant temperature did not significantly differentiate dust accumulated at the hopper. The same 
procedure was also performed on sand. Fig. 2-4 shows images of different sand particle concentrations 
controlled by the dust feeder.  
  
         
Fig. 2-4: Images of different dust concentration, sand 
 
2.3 Final experimental apparatus 
Fig. 2-5 presents schematic diagram of the experiment set-up that has been used for measuring the 
laminar burning velocity of coal-methane-air flames with preheated reactants. A dust feeder is attached 
to the burner that consists of an insulated steel tube with connections from a gas heater. Air is heated as 
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it passes through gas heater of Infinity fluids CRES model. Inside the insulated steel tube, the heated air 
mixes with dust and methane before it enters the orifice. The orifice ensures evenly premixed mixture of 
dust-laden methane and air. Also, the orifice and the length of the tube ensure fully developed flow for 
the range of gas velocities used in experiments. The gas flow of the methane and the air is controlled 
through a mass flow controller, Sierra Model 100, with an accuracy ±1 % of flow capacity. The coal 
dust used in the experiments is Pittsburgh seam bituminous coal with particle sizes in the range of 75–90 
μm. The specific size range of the coal particles is segregated using a Retsch AS 300 sieve shaker. To 
ensure that the desired reactant temperature is reached, a K-type thermocouple is located at the exit of 
the burner to measure the temperature of the reactants both before and after the experiments. During the 
experiments, the thermocouple is removed. The measured temperature, before and after the experiment, 
had maximum difference of 3 K over the mean desired temperature.  
 
Fig. 2-5: Schematic of Experimental set-up 
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Fig. 2-6 (a) and (b) represents direct flame images without and with dust. With high concentration of 
fine particles burning in the flame, the flame edges become hardly visible in direct flame images (Fig. 2-
6(b)). This necessitates the use of a shadowgraph technique to visualize the particle-laden flames. A 420 
W projector lamp is used as a point light source and a convex lens with a diameter of 10 cm and a focal 
length of 31 mm are used to set up the shadowgraph system. Canon EOS 5D SLR camera with a macro 
lens having a diameter of 10 cm is placed behind the flame along the centerline of the parallel beam of 
light to capture the shadowgraph image (Fig. 2-5). The camera is set with a shutter speed of 1/4000, ISO 
of 1600, and an aperture of 2.8. Using the above set-up, 20 images per experiment have been captured. 
Instantaneous shadowgraph images are shown in Fig. 2-6(c). The images obtained are processed using 
Matlab, to detect sharp flame edge as shown in Fig. 2-6(d).  
 
Fig. 2-6: Flame images:  (a) dustless flame, (b) dusty flame, (c) shadowgraph, and (d) processed image. 
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The flame edges are trailed as seen in the blue dots and lines in Fig. 6(d). The cone half angle α is 
measured for each sloping line detected and the values are averaged. The average half cone angle is used 
to calculate the laminar burning velocity using: 
)sin(USu .                                                        (1) 
In the above equation, U is the superficial velocity of the unburned gaseous mixture velocity at the exit 
of the burner. This is estimated by considering the temperature effects as: ua
a
T
U U
T
   , in turn Ua, which 
is the superficial velocity at ambient temperature is obtained by dividing the volumetric flow rate by the 
area of cross section of the burner exit. Though the total volumetric flow rate of the gas mixture at 
ambient temperature is maintained the same, at a higher preheat temperatures, the unburned mixture 
velocity and volumetric flow rate will increase due to the decrease in the overall density. Figure 2-7 
shows the results from the experiments conducted using only the gas mixture at different equivalence 
ratios. To validate current experimental data, a comparison of the present laminar burning velocities of 
homogeneous flames against the data reported in Law [13] and Dugger [30], is shown in Fig. 2-7. The 
presents results agreed well at Tu = 297 K with both Law [13] and Dugger [30]. For higher unburnt 
reactant temperatures, Tu = 350 K and 400 K, present experimental results show a reasonable agreement 
with Dugger [30].  
After the validation study, a parametric study where the reactant temperature, Tu, is varied as 297 K, 350 
K, and 400 K, equivalence ratio ϕ is varied as 0.9, 1, and 1.2 and 4, and with different dust 
concentrations is carried out and the data set of 36 experiments have been recorded. Further, similar 
experiments have been performed again with sand particles, adding to additional 36 experiments, for a 
total of 72 experiments. Sand in this study is either silica or silicon dioxide and is sieved using Retsch 
AS 300 sieve shaker to obtain the particle sizes ranging from 75 to 90 μm. 
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Fig. 2-7: Validation of the experimental results with data from Law [13] and Dugger [30]: laminar 
burning velocity of premixed methane-air flame based on different equivalence ratios and different 
reactant temperatures, T
u 
= 297 K, 350 K, and 400 K 
2.4 Experimental procedure for dust-laden flames 
The standard procedure starts with performing dust flow calibration, as described in the earlier section. 
Prior to starting the air flow, a K-type thermocouple is located at the exit of the burner. Air flow and gas 
heater is turned on to obtain the desired temperature as measured by the thermocouple. When the steady 
state with desired temperature is observed by the thermocouple, then the thermocouple is removed. 
Methane is supplied at the desired flow rate. It is ensured that the addition of methane did not 
significantly change the temperature of the gas at the exit of the burner. After this, the mixture is ignited 
to anchor a steady flame at the exit of the burner. The dust feeder rotation is set to match the desired dust 
concentration. Light source for the shadowgraph is turned, and 20 photographs of direct flame as well as 
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shadowgraph images are captured. At the end of the experiment, the dust feeder is turned off and the 
flame is extinguished by closing the methane supply. The thermocouple is again fixed at the exit of the 
burner to confirm that the air temperature is still at the desired value. The gas heater and air supply are 
turned off. The photos are post-processed as described earlier. 
The following is a summary of the experiment procedure:    
- Prior to experiments, dust calibration is performed as described in the section 2.2. 
- Place a thermocouple at the exit of the burner and turn on the air flow to desired flow rate. 
- Turn on the gas heater. 
- Wait until steady state is observed by thermocouple. 
- Turn on the methane flow to desired flow rate. 
- Addition of methane does not significantly change temperature. 
- Remove the thermocouple. 
- Ignite the mixture at the exit of the burner to anchor a flame. 
- Turn on the dust feeder and set to the desired feed rate. 
- Turn on the light source. 
- Take 20 photographs. 
- Turn off the dust feeder. 
- Extinguish the flame by turning off the methane supply. 
- Place the thermocouple to measure the reactant temperature again. 
- Turn off the gas heater. 
- Turn off the air supply. 
- Post-process the images to detect sharp images of the flame edge. 
- Trace the flame edge and detect the cone angle of each image. 
- Calculate laminar burning velocity using the cone angle. 
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3. Discussion of the experimental results  
Experimental results for laminar burning velocity of flames with coal dusts and sand particles are 
discussed in this chapter. Experiments are conducted using the experimental apparatus and procedure 
presented in Chapter 2. The experimental results are validated against the data from literature and 
systematic parametric studies have been conducted. The results are presented subsequently. 
3.1 Flames with coal dust 
Fig. 3-1 shows experimental results of coal dust-methane-air flames in terms of the laminar burning 
velocity. It is observed from Fig. 3-1 that laminar burning velocity increases as reactant temperature 
increases regardless of the equivalence ratio of the gas mixture or the coal dust concentration used in the 
present study. It is observed that 50 K increase in the reactant temperature approximately results in 30 ± 
9.5% increase in the laminar burning velocity. Also, the laminar burning velocity attains its local 
maximum at the equivalence ratio of 1, among the equivalence ratios of 0.9, 1 and 1.2, considered in this 
study. Furthermore, equivalence ratio of 1.2 shows slightly higher laminar burning velocity than 0.9. 
For all reactant temperatures, at ϕ = 0.9, initially laminar burning velocity increases as dust 
concentration increases. After reaching a certain dust concentration, it suffers a decrease in its value 
with increasing dust concentration, for Tu = 297 K and 350 K, or remains almost a constant, for Tu = 400 
K. The maximum value in laminar burning velocity value is attained after 50 g/m
3
 for Tu = 297 K. This 
peak concentration increases as the reactant temperature increases. 
For ϕ = 1, the initial increasing trend with coal dust concentration is observed for Tu = 297 K only and 
as in the corresponding previous lean case, there is a slight decreasing trend after a certain value of coal 
dust concentration. For higher temperatures, the laminar burning speed remains almost a constant with 
coal dust concentration.  
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For ϕ = 1.2, there is no initial increasing trend in the laminar burning velocity with coal dust 
concentration. The value remains almost a constant and there is a slight decreasing trend after a certain 
value of coal dust concentration for Tu = 297 K. For higher temperatures, the laminar burning speed 
shows a slight decreasing trend with increasing coal dust concentrations. 
Fig. 3-1: Experimental results of coal dusts methane-air premixed flame laminar burning velocity at 
different equivalence ratio and dust concentrations for different reactant temperatures 
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3.2 Flames with sand 
Experimental results of sand-methane-air flame in terms of the laminar burning velocity are shown in 
Fig. 3-2. Similar to the coal-dust cases, irrespective of the equivalence ratio or the sand dust 
concentration, the laminar burning velocity increases as the reactant temperature increases.  
 
Fig. 3-2: Experimental results of sands methane-air premixed flame laminar burning velocity at different 
equivalence ratios and dust concentrations for different reactant temperatures. 
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Also, the laminar burning velocity is the highest at equivalence ratio of 1, and equivalence ratio of 1.2 
shows slightly higher laminar burning velocity than 0.9, similar to the coal-dust cases. However, since 
sand particle is inert, its addition in any amount only results in the decrease of the laminar burning 
velocity. Therefore, a decreasing trend in laminar flame speed is observed with increasing sand-dust 
concentration.  
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4. Mathematical model 
A mathematical model to predict the laminar burning velocity of a heterogeneous coal-dust-methane-air 
flame was developed from previous study, Xie et al. [14]. To explain observations made in the present 
experiments, the mathematical model has been adopted and improvised for this study. As the unburned 
gas temperature increases, the velocity of the mixture at the exit of the nozzle and the resulting flame 
temperature also increases. The velocity is increased due to the fact that the pressure remains almost 
constant inside the burner. The flame temperature increases because of higher reactant enthalpy due to 
higher reactant temperature and the fact that for adiabatic flame temperature, equality of enthalpy exists. 
The concept of equality of enthalpy is explained in chapter 5. These two factors increase the flame 
temperature and enhance the laminar burning velocity without consideration of any dust. Figure 4-1 
illustrates the interaction of a coal particle with the flame region. Coal particles are assumed to travel 
along a streamline of a mixture flow field. The devolatilization temperature denoted by Tv, represents the 
location, where the coal particle starts releasing volatiles. The solid line indicates the location of the 
reaction zone, where the temperature is assumed to be the flame temperature Tf. The thickness of the 
devolatilization zone, δ is the distance between the dashed and solid lines in Fig. 4-1. When a coal 
particle reaches the devolatilization zone, it releases fuel vapor which increases the local equivalence 
ratio. It is assumed that devolatilization process initiates at Tv = 600 K [43] and the temperature of the 
particles and gas is the same [14]. 
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Fig. 4-1: Illustration of particles interacting with a flame 
As the particles pass through the region denoted by δ in Fig. 4-1, they also absorb heat from the flame 
and thus behave as a heat sink. These two effects, equivalence ratio promotion and heat sink effect are 
also affected by unburned methane-air temperature. One of the major influencing factors is the increase 
in U and  , due to increasing reactant temperature, which results in lowering the residence time, tr for 
the time particle to exist in the devolatilization zone. 
4.1 Equivalence ratio promotion effect 
Devolatilization rate is an important parameter that is directly related to equivalence ratio promotion. 
There are several fundamental studies and approaches used for calculating devolatilization rate such as 
the ones by Bradley et al. [45] and by Niksa et al. [44], for calculating both global and species 
devolatilization rate at different temperatures and for different grades of coal as mentioned in previous 
section. Seshadri et al. [34] proposed an estimation methodology for devolatilization rate based on 
temperature dependent power-law relations and this method has been adopted by Xie et al. [14]. Since 
the experiment set-up in this study is similar to Xie et al. [14], the expression for the devolatilization rate 
of coal particles is adopted from Seshadri et al. [43] for this study also:   
2
4 ,
n
v s s
m An r T  (g/s)                                                         (2) 
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where 
2
0.034 g/m sA K   and n = 1.33 are constants obtained from Seshadri et al. [34]. Particle 
temperature sT (K) is assumed to be 
2
b vT T , where Tb is the adiabatic flame temperature calculated 
using an equilibrium solver [47] for a specific methane-air equivalence ratio and an unburned gas 
temperature, Tu, Tv is taken as 600 K, as mentioned in the previous section. The number of particles per 
unit volume ns is calculated using / ( )s s s sn c V  , where sc  denotes the dust concentration (g/m
3
), 
s
 is 
the particle density (g/m
3
) and 
s
V represents the volume of a single particle (m
3
). An equilibrium solver 
[47] is validated by comparing the flame temperature values with the data presented by Law [13] as 
shown in Fig. 4-2 where a very good agreement is observed.   
  
Fig. 4-2: Comparison of the flame temperature of premixed methane-air flame based on different 
equivalence ratio at T
u 
= 297 K with Law [13] and equilibrium solver [47] 
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The thickness of devolatilization zone, or δ, is calculated using the energy balance equation, 
2
2
0,
total
d T dT
k UC
dx dx
                                                         (3) 
Boundary conditions, for this quasi-one-dimensional problem, are given as follows: 
x=  , T=Tu, x=x1, T=Tu x=0, T=Tv, and x=δ, T=Tb with an assumption that dT/dx is a constant 
throughout x = 0 to δ and x =   to δ. Boundary conditions and assumptions are illustrated in Fig. 4-3. 
In equation (3), U, the averaged flow velocity, ρ, the density of the mixture, and k, the thermal 
conductivity are constants. The other properties of Pittsburgh seam coal used are obtained from 
Rockwell et al. [12]. 
  
Fig. 4-3: Comparison of the flame temperature of premixed methane-air flame based on different 
equivalence ratio at T
u 
= 297 K with Law [13] and equilibrium solver [46] 
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fractions,
 
4 4
4
CH CH
CH
air air
air
V k V
k
V V
k 


. The specific heat of the mixture, totalC , is acquired through equation 
3
4
3
s s s
total p
r C n
C C
 

   with value of 1.2p
J
C
g K


, which denotes the specific heat of air at Ts and 
1.38s
J
C
g K


 denotes the specific heat of coal. Equation (3) can be rewritten as: 
2
2 total
d T dT
k UC
dx dx
   .                                                         (4) 
By substituting constant a for 
dT
dx
 on the left side of Eq. (4), it can be written as: 
total
da dT
k UC
dx dx
 , then 
total
k da UC dT   .                                                         (5) 
By integrating equation (5) over the region x =   to δ, equation is obtained as: 
total
k da UC dT    , 
[[ ] ]
total
x x
x x
a T
a TUCk a T
  
 
  , 
total totalx x x xUC UCk a k a T T           . (6) 
It can be noted that a = 0
dT
dx
 , over the range of x =  to x1 and 
0
b vdT
dx
T T




 over the range of x = 
x1 to δ. Further, xT   is equal to Tu and xT   is equal to Tv. By substituting these values for a and T in 
equation (6), the equation is written as: 
( )
total
b v
b uUC
T T
k T T



 . (7) 
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By rearranging Eq. (7) the thickness of devolatilization zone is obtained as: 
 
 
b v
total b u
k T T
UC T T





 .                                                         (8) 
As mentioned, when Tu is increased, Tb and U increase as well. Even though increase in Tb should 
contribute to increase in  , due to corresponding increase in U, there is a net decrease in the 
devolatilization thickness,  . The duration of devolatilization, or the net residence time of the mixture, 
is necessary to calculate total amount of extra fuel released from the coal particles. The residence time of 
particles is then given by 
/ .
sin( )
rt U



 
  
                                                             (9) 
It should be noted that equations (8) and (9) are applicable for a burner stabilized conical flame. For 
propagating flames, for example in tubes, or for explosion spheres, a similar methodology can be used, 
but the final expression for δ and tr will be different. It is assumed that the additional fuel vapor released 
is CH4, as assumed in Seshadri et al. [34], and the net amount of gaseous fuel per unit volume is 
calculated as
4fuel CH v
m m m    . A new equivalence ratio can be now calculated as: 
4
9.52
fuel air
CH air
m m
M M
  
 
 
 
. With this new equivalence ratio, an updated flame temperature, as a result of 
equivalence ratio promotion, denoted by fT
 , is calculated.  
As the particles approach the flame they release volatiles. As discussed earlier, the volatile release takes 
place in a zone, denoted by δ. The time period tr, which is a function of the zone thickness δ, velocity U 
and the cone angle of the flame,  . Using equations (2), (4), and (9), the total amount of volatiles 
released by the coal dust can be calculated. Figure 4-4 shows the volatile released by coal dust as a 
function of the concentration of dust. Assuming that the volatile is constituted by CH4 only, the 
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corresponding change in the local equivalence ratio is also plotted on right-side y-axis. The original ratio 
of methane-air is ϕ = 0.9 and Tu = 297 K, 350 K, and 400 K. Pittsburgh seam coal volatile weight ratio 
varies from 33.3 to 35.55% [45]. From Fig. 4-4, it is observed that less than 0.5% of total dust 
concentration has been released as methane fuel. It is confirmed that m is less than the volatile available 
in given coal dust concentration. Interestingly, with the increase in the reactant temperature, for a given 
concentration of coal dust, the amount of fuel released is reduced. This is because of the decrease in the 
residence time of the particle in the devolatilization zone at higher reactant temperatures.  
  
Fig. 4-4: Total amount of fuel released based on the available coal dust concentration at ϕ = 0.9,  
Tu = 297 K, 350 K, and 400 K 
Figure 4-5 shows the flame temperature calculated based on updated equivalence ratio for ϕ = 0.9. As 
observed in Fig. 4-5, for Tu = 297 K, flame temperature initially increases with the dust concentration, 
then starts decaying around a dust concentration value of 125 g/m
3
. However, for Tu = 350 K and 400 K, 
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flame temperature initially increases notably with the dust concentration, then it almost levels-off, as 
dust concentration is further increased.  
 
Fig. 4-5: Adiabatic flame temperature based on equivalence ratio promotion effect at ϕ = 0.9, Tu = 297 K, 
350 K, and 400 K 
These trends can be explained as follows: the flame temperature reaches maximum for a slightly rich 
mixture around an equivalence ratio of 1.05. In order to promote equivalence ratio of 0.9 to 1.05 from 
the additional fuel released by coal particles, ∆ϕ should be equal to 0.15. It is apparent from equation (2), 
as well as from Fig. 4-4 that, ∆ϕ increases non-linearly with the dust concentration, and that the rate of 
increase is higher at lower concentrations and the rate decreases notably with further increase in the dust 
concentration. Or in other words, the slope of Δ vs. dust concentration curve continuously decreases 
with increase in the dust concentration. Furthermore, from Fig. 4-4, it is clear that only for the case of 
Tu = 297 K, ∆ϕ reaches to a value of 0.15 around a dust concentration value of 125 g/m3. For the 
elevated temperatures of Tu = 350 K and 400 K, Δ does not reach the value of 0.15 for the range of dust 
concentration from 0 g/m
3
 and 250 g/m
3
. It is apparent that at Δ = 0.15, maximum flame temperature is 
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achieved for  = 0.9 case and when ∆ϕ increase beyond a value of 0.15, since the overall  value 
increases beyond 1.05 (where the maximum temperature would occur), the flame temperature decreases. 
For higher temperatures of 350 K and 400 K, since Δ is less than 0.15, maximum temperature is not 
reached; there is no local maximum in the temperature variation with , and the variation of temperature 
also follows the trend of the volatilization rate.   
4.2 Heat sink effect of coal particles 
Heat is absorbed by the coal particles, in the two forms: heat that is used to raise the temperature of coal 
particles and that used for devolatilization (function of concentration, Lv and Tu). To estimate these heat 
transfers, the first step is to calculate the heat released without any particles. The chemical reaction for 
the combustion is given by: 
   
4 2 2 2 2 2 2
3.76 3.76 2 1
2 2
CH O N CO H O N O
 
      
 
 .              (11) 
The total heat released from combustion process shown in equation (11) can be calculated from energy 
balance. The heat consumed to raise the temperature for 
2

 moles of methane or 4.76 moles of air, is 
given by,   b u p productT T C n  . With the assumption that all the heat released is used to raise the 
temperature of the mixture, the heat release rate of the methane-air premixed flame for a given flow of 
air and   is calculated as: 
  
4.76 
air
b u p product
n
Q T T C n   .                                       (12) 
Assuming that the flame with particles releases the same amount of heat while it is also affected by the 
volatile gasification, 
v
L , and temperature rise of particles,  
s s f u
n C T T , a new flame temperature, Tf
”
, 
can be estimated using energy conservation as given below: 
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     /
4.76 
air
f u p product s s f u v r
n
Q T T C n n C T T L t        .               (13) 
Rearranging Eq. (13), new flame temperature
fT  , is obtained as: 
/
.
4.76 
v r
f u
air
p product s s
Q L t
T T
n
C n n C

  
 
                                      (14) 
where 
s
n is the number of particles per unit volume per unit time passing through the flame and it is 
calculated by: 
  cparticlessCHairs MVnVVn /4    ,                                         (15) 
where Mc = 12 g/mol (carbon molecular weight), Lv represents the heat of gasification, as given as, 
4
( )v v d CHL m V h    .                                            (16) 
where χ is assumed to be 0.01 [34]. 
4
800 /
CH
h kJ mol   is the heat of combustion of methane. 
d
V , 
volume of the devolatilization zone (m
3
), assuming a conical-shaped flame with a thickness of δ, as 
shown in Fig. 4-1, can be found by: 
22
)cos(2)sin(3
1
43
1


















b
h
b
hVd ,  (17) 
where b is burner diameter and h is flame height as described in Fig. 4-1. Flame temperature 
calculations, based on heat sink effect, have been performed and Fig. 4-6 shows the plots for ϕ = 0.9. As 
shown in Fig. 4-6, for Tu = 297 K and 350 K, a sudden change in the trends are observed around dust 
concentration values of 60 g/m
3 
and 110 g/m
3
. Chemical reaction products composition is different for ϕ 
< 1 and ϕ  > 1. For ϕ < 1, there will be extra oxygen and more nitrogen available and for ϕ > 1, CO, H2 
or even extra methane will be available in the product. According to Fig. 4-4, ∆ϕ value reaches 0.1 at the 
dust concentration of 60 g/m
3
 and 110 g/m
3 
for Tu = 297 K and 350 K respectively, which results in the 
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mixture to reach a stoichiometric value from  = 0.9. Hence any addition of coal dust causes change in 
trend of flame temperature.  A similar observation is not observed for Tu = 400 K case. 
 
Fig. 4-6: Adiabatic flame temperature based on heat sink effect at ϕ = 0.9, Tu = 297 K, 350 K, and 400 K  
4.3 Combined effects  
The new flame temperature, taking into accounts the increment as a result of increase of local 
equivalence ratio and decrement due to heat sink effects, is calculated by arithmetic average given as, 
( ) / 2f f fT T T    and Tf change corresponding to dust concentration is shown in Fig. 4-7 for ϕ = 0.9 
and 1.0. The laminar burning velocity, Su is then calculated using the methodology reported in Seshadri 
et al. [34]: 
1/2
22
expuu
g g f
Bk E
S
C RT


  
    
   
,                                                     (18) 
where, 
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s /mole105.3 6 B  and 110.5kJ/moleE   are determined to match the calculated laminar burning 
velocity of methane-air gas premixed flame with the experimental measurement performed without 
dusts. Fig. 4-7 shows the variation of effective flame temperature, which is the average of the flame 
temperature calculated from equivalence ratio promotion effect and heat sink effect. 
 
Fig. 4-7: Effective flame temperature, Tf, for different coal dust concentration for equivalence ratio ϕ = 
0.9 and ϕ = 1.0; Tu = 297 K, 350 K, and 400 K 
Figure 4-7 shows that for the equivalence ratio of 0.9, the flame temperature rises sharply till a certain 
value of dust concentration and then slightly decays or remains almost a constant based on the value of 
Tu. However, for equivalence ratio equal to 1.0, temperature keeps decaying from the beginning 
following predominantly the decreasing trend due to the heat sink effect; the reduction rate is slower for 
higher values of Tu. This is also contributed by the promotion of equivalence ratio of stoichiometric 
mixture to a richer mixture, where the maximum temperature suffers a decrease. 
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4.4 Effect of unburnt gas temperature  
The effect of unburnt gas temperature is not straight forward for particle laden gas flames in burner 
geometry. Several parameters are influenced by the change in Tu. Some cause an increase in Su, while 
the others cause a decrease. When reactant temperature increases, cone angle, adiabatic flame 
temperature, and flow velocity increase as well. Increase in reactant temperature decreases density of the 
gas, which results in higher flow velocity (due to buoyancy); residence time decreases according to 
equation (9), while the devolatilization rate increases. Reactant temperature serves as a variable in 
equation (8, 12, 14), and in the calculation of
eZ . Further, the properties such as uk , g , and gC  in 
equation (18) increases with the reactant temperature. These properties influence the heat transfer 
mechanism between particle and flame.  
As mentioned before, the influence of the reactant temperature on equivalence ratio promotion effect is 
that the volatile release is decreased as reactant temperature increases according to equations (9, 10) and 
this can be observed in Fig. 4-4. When the reactant temperature is lower, higher amount of volatile 
release and local equivalence ratio is promoted faster. Lower reactant temperature cause sharp increase 
and then faster decay in fT  , as the equivalence ratio reach a point where it can attain the maximum 
flame temperature (around value of 1.05).  
As mentioned in this chapter, the method of mathematical modeling was adopted from Xie et al [14]. 
Xie et al [14] developed the model to predict burning velocity at fuel lean condition. However, this 
study includes all three fuel conditions: fuel lean condition, stoichiometric condition, and fuel rich 
condition. At ϕ > 1, averaging two temperatures, T’ and T”, may be unreasonable. This is because 
equivalence promotion effect would decrease laminar burning velocity at fuel rich condition. Then these 
two effects would add up to decrease the laminar burning velocity rather than compete and increase or 
decrease laminar burning velocity in a realistic manner. For the reason, an alternate method has been 
proposed with different assumptions and discussed in Appendix. 
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5. Comparison and analysis 
5.1 Comparison of mathematical model predictions with experimental results  
The calculated burning velocities of coal-dust-methane-air flames are compared with the experimental 
data in Fig. 5-1. As mentioned earlier, the experiments have been carried out for lean, stoichiometric, 
and rich methane-air flames (ϕ = 0.9, 1.0, and 1.2) at dust concentrations of 0, 50, 100, and 150 g/m3. 
The particle size has been fixed in the range of 75 to 90 μm for all cases. As observed from Figs. 5-1 (a) 
and (b), the mathematical model shows a reasonable agreement for ϕ = 0.9 and ϕ = 1.0. However for ϕ = 
1.2, Fig. 5-1 (c), it is observed that the model under predicts the experimental data. This could be due to 
the fact that, at ϕ = 1.2, the effective flame temperature calculated using the arithmetic averaging of fT   
and fT   has a unduly decreasing effect, whereas the arithmetic averaging works for lean and 
stoichiometric cases. Thus, a better approximation of the effective temperature has to be developed for 
fuel rich conditions.  Further, it should be noted that the mathematical model was originally developed 
by Xie et al [14], and has been improvised in this study to simulate the higher reactant temperature cases, 
intended for a fuel lean mixture.  
Figure 5-2 compares the predicted burning velocities of sand-dust laden flames with the corresponding 
experimental results. A reasonable agreement with experimental values can be observed. For fuel rich 
condition, the model again under predicts the results for higher reactant temperature, especially at higher 
dust concentrations, for equivalence ratio of 0.9 and 1. The overall trends are in reasonable agreement. 
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Fig. 5-1: Experimental results and mathematical model of laminar burning velocity at different coal 
concentration for equivalence ratios: (a) ϕ = 0.9, (b) ϕ = 1.0 and (c) ϕ = 1.2  
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Fig. 5-2: Experimental results and mathematical model of laminar burning velocity at different sand 
concentration for equivalence ratios: (a) ϕ = 0.9, (b) ϕ = 1.0 and (c) ϕ = 1.2 
Note that unlike coal dust where Su increased with concentration for ϕ = 0.9 case, the value of Su always 
decrease with sand. This is because unlike coal, sand behaves as an inert and therefore absorbs energy 
from the flame without contributing any local equivalence ratio promotion. Further as concentration of 
sand increases, a critical value of Su whereby flame propagation is no longer possible is reached. This 
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value at particle size 75 to 90 μm can be obtained by extrapolating the theoretical model result as shown 
in Fig 5-3 for ϕ = 0.9 case. The upper flammability limit of methane is about 15% in volume and around 
equivalence ratio of 1.5. Corresponding laminar burning velocity is 0.13 m/s according to Fig. 2-8. Also 
at the given equivalence ratio of 1.5 unstable flames are observed from the methane-air premixed flame 
with current experiment apparatus. The critical concentration corresponding Su = 0.13 m/s equals 450 
g/m
3
 for Tu = 297 K, 580 g/m
3
 for Tu = 350 K, and 700 g/m
3
 for Tu = 400 K. The effect of increase in Tu 
results in increasing the critical concentration of sand dust necessary for extinction.    
 
Fig. 5-3: Extrapolated mathematical model of laminar burning velocity at different sand concentration 
for equivalence ratios of ϕ = 0.9 
5.2 Analysis  
It is observed from Fig. 5-1 that laminar burning velocity increases as reactant temperature increases, 
irrespective of the equivalence ratio of the mixture and the concentration of the coal used. As explained 
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velocity due to equality of enthalpy. Figure 5-4 represents the concept of increase in flame temperature, 
when reactant temperature increases due to equality of enthalpy, applied to an adiabatic system or 
control volume. Increase in reactant temperature will increase the enthalpy of the reactants, which will 
result in an increase in the enthalpy of product, and therefore in its temperature. Increased flame 
temperature will results in higher laminar burning velocity. 
 
Fig. 5-4: Concept of equality of enthalpy corresponding to increase in temperature of reactant and 
product  
For coal, the trend of variation of burning velocity with concentration of dust for different equivalence 
ratios follows that of the effective flame temperature variation as observed in Fig. 5-2. Increase in 
reactant temperature resulted in higher concavity of the trend. Even though, the devolatilization rate 
increases as reactant temperature increases according to Eq. 2, an increase in cone angle and flow 
velocity more effectively decreases the devolatilization zone thickness and the residence time as 
estimated from equations (8) and (9). Lesser residence time results in lower equivalence ratio promotion, 
and slower increase or decrease of laminar burning velocity. This also explains the trends in laminar 
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burning velocity of sand laden flames, as shown in Fig. 5-2. While coal-dust-methane-air flames show 
change in concavity of varying trends in laminar burning velocity with dust concentration when reactant 
temperature increases, the trends of sand-dust-methane-air flames remain almost constant throughout all 
the reactant temperature. Sands are inert particles and only contribute as heat sinks.  
For fuel lean (ϕ < 1) conditions, the addition of coal particles increase in the burning velocity up to a 
certain concentration, after which a decrease or leveling off behavior is observed depending on the 
reactant temperature. This can be explained using Fig. 4-4. At slightly rich mixture around equivalence 
ratio of 1.05, maximum flame temperature is reached. In order to enhance equivalence ratio of 0.9 to 
1.05 from volatile released by coal particles, ∆ϕ should reach the value of 0.15. According to Fig. 4-4, it 
is clear that ∆ϕ reaches 0.15 around dust concentration of 125 g/m3 for Tu = 297 K, while at the elevated 
temperatures this value is not at all reached. As the maximum temperature occurs around the dust 
concentration of 125 g/m
3
, for reactant temperature of 297 K, addition of more coal particles over this 
value decreases the laminar burning velocity. On the other hand, for Tu = 350 K and 400 K, adding dust 
concentration results in leveling off, since it did not reached equivalence ratio of 1.05.  Table 5-1 
summarizes the percentage increase or decrease in experimental laminar burning velocities with dusts 
addition.   
Table 5-1 summarizes percentage increase or decrease in experimental laminar burning velocities with 
dusts addition. From table 5-1, above observations and analysis are more clearly observed.  
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Table 5-1: Increase in experimental value of laminar burning velocity due to increase in dust 
concentration for different reactant temperatures. 
Percentage increase or decrease in SL with dust addition (%) 
 Coal Sands 
Tu (K) cs at ambient (g/m
3
) ϕ = 0.9 ϕ = 1.0 ϕ = 1.2 ϕ = 0.9 ϕ = 1.0 ϕ = 1.2 
297 0 to 50 5.74 0.08 -0.40 -5.23 -6.98 -6.62 
 50 to 100 -0.18 -1.41 -1.14 -3.54 -3.25 -3.10 
 100 to 150 -7.47 -4.85 -9.17 -3.26 -2.53 -3.46 
350 0 to 50 1.38 0.76 -1.47 -5.44 -6.23 -6.56 
 50 to 100 0.65 -1.18 -1.41 -3.12 -2.13 -1.8 
 100 to 150 -2.27 -5.16 -3.19 -6.23 -2.18 -1.58 
400 0 to 50 2.27 -0.06 -2.81 -3.31 -2.58 -2.69 
 50 to 100 -0.09 -0.05 -0.1 -1.61 -3.43 -1.21 
 100 to 150 0.02 -0.62 0.26 -1.89 -3.53 -2.18 
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6. Summary and conclusions 
A novel Bunsen type burner capable of handling particle-methane-air hybrid flame mixtures is used to 
investigate the influence of coal dust (75-90 μm) concentration and initial reactant temperature on the 
laminar burning velocity for both fuel lean and rich conditions. The experimental results indicate that an 
increase in the unburnt mixture temperature enhances the burning velocity for all equivalence ratios 
tested (ϕ = 0.9, 1, and 1.2). Fig. 6-1 summarizes results of experiments.  
 
(a) Coal dusts 
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(b) Sands 
Fig. 6-1: Summary of experimental results laminar burning velocity at different equivalence ratio and 
dust concentrations for reactant temperatures: (a) Coal dust-methane-air flame, (b) Sand-methane-air 
flame 
It is observed that a 50 K increase in the reactant temperature approximately results in a 30 ± 9.5% 
increase in laminar burning velocity. For fuel lean (ϕ < 1) conditions, the addition of coal particles at a 
particular reactant temperature causes an increase in the burning velocity up to a certain concentration 
after which a decrease or leveling off behavior is observed depending on the reactant temperature. At 
higher reactant temperatures, the concentration threshold at which this transition is observed is increased. 
On the other hand, for ϕ > 1 mixtures, the dust addition reduces the laminar burning velocity. These 
trends are related to the local increase in the mixture equivalence ratio as a result of release of volatiles 
from the coal particle, once it passes through the flame zone and absorbs energy required to reach the 
volatilization temperature. A mathematical model incorporating these effects is developed. Summary of 
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mathematical model is shown in Fig. 6-2. The model is able to predict the trends of coal dust methane-
air laminar premixed flame burning velocities of ϕ < 1 cases reasonably well, whereas it under predicts 
the fuel rich mixture. For sands methane-air laminar premixed flame, the trends of laminar burning 
velocity showed reasonable agreement for all equivalence ratios. Alternate method to predict fuel rich 
condition was attempted, however more discrepancy of trends were observed.  
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Fig. 6-2: Mathematical model of laminar burning velocity at different coal concentration and 
equivalence ratios for different reactant temperatures:  
(a) Tu = 297 K, (b) Tu = 350 K, and (c) Tu = 400 K 
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7. Future work and recommendations 
Three different recommendations are suggested for future studies: studies with different particle sizes; 
studies with more elevated temperature; and studies to develop mathematical model for fuel rich 
condition. 
This study is focused on effect of reactant temperature especially on equivalence ratio promotion and 
heat sink effect. Particle size is also one of the major parameter that influence dust and flame interaction. 
For the reason, it is recommended to study effect of particle size with different reactant temperature. 
Also dust feeder that was used in this study is not capable of smaller particle sizes (< 53 μm). For the 
reason, dust feeder that can supply smaller size particle at laminar flow rate is recommended to be 
developed. For the suggestion, original design that was developed in this study is shown in Fig. 7-1.  
 
Fig. 7-1: Vortex dust feeder design 
The vortex dust feeder shown in Fig. 5(b) is an original design. From the figure it can be seen two 
methane air input is offset with inner holes next to the upstream methane air input. The design uses a 
vortex created by the offset of the gas entrance and exit at the side of the feeder. Vortex allows dust 
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naturally fall down through dust fall gap and to enter to upper stream flow through inner holes. For the 
machining difficult with size that the study required, the design was not created.  
Methane ignition temperature is 600K. Air and methane were ensured to be kept under 600 K. For the 
reason, study at even higher reactant temperature is recommended for future studies. 
Mathematical model adopted from Xie et al. [14], and generated in this study shows good agreement 
with fuel lean conditions and stoichiometric condition. However, it did not show the same agreement for 
fuel rich condition. It is recommended to study further in predicting laminar burning velocity at fuel rich 
condition. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Alternate method for mathematical modeling 
An alternate method has been proposed with different assumptions and discussed in chapter 4. Instead of 
assuming that two effects occurring simultaneously, it is assumed that the heat sink effect occurs before 
the equivalence ratio promotion effect. This is reasonable as the physical sequence of process is first 
heat transfer from the flame and subsequently the volatilization process from the heated up particles. 
Figure A-1 shows a flow chart that compares the method from earlier section of this chapter, Method 1, 
with the alternate method, Method 2.  
Method 1 
 Calculate devolatilization rate, devolatilization zone thickness, residence time, and total amount 
of fuel released. 
 Calculate promoted equivalence ratio using obtained total amount of fuel released. 
 Using equilibrium solver and promoted equivalence ratio, obtain promoted flame temperature Tf
’
.  
 Calculate heat release rate from combustion process for methane-air flames and particles 
methane-air flames. 
 Calculate the flame temperature after heat sink effect, Tf
”
, from obtained heat release rate. 
 Calculate flame temperature, Tf, accounting both promotion and heat sink effect by averaging 
two temperatures, Tf
’
 and Tf
”
. 
 Calculate the laminar burning velocity, Su, using obtained Tf. 
Method 2 
 Calculate the initial devolatilization rate, devolatilization zone thickness, residence time, and 
total amount of fuel released. 
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 Calculate heat release rate from combustion process for methane-air flames and particles 
methane-air flames. 
 Calculate flame temperature after heat sink effect, Tf
”
, from obtained heat release rate. 
 Substitute the adiabatic flame temperature, Tb, with Tf
”
 to calculate devolatilization rate, 
devolatilization zone thickness, residence time, and total amount of fuel released. 
 Calculate promoted equivalence ratio using obtained total amount of fuel released. 
 Using equilibrium solver and promoted equivalence ratio, obtain promoted flame temperature Tf
’
.  
 Use Tf
’
 as flame temperature, Tf , to calculate laminar burning velocity, Su. 
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Fig. A-1: Alternate mathematical model method flow chart 
Figure A-2 compares the mathematical model predictions using method 2 with experimental results of 
laminar burning velocity of coal dust flames. As can be seen from Fig. A-2, the trends have become 
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more dissimilar, compared to those predicted by method 1. Laminar burning velocities have been over 
predicted in fuel lean condition and under predicted for fuel rich condition.  
 
Fig. A-2: Experimental results and method 2 mathematical model of laminar burning velocity at 
different coal concentration for equivalence ratios: (a) ϕ = 0.9, (b) ϕ = 1.0 and (c) ϕ = 1.2 
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Appendix B: Images and detail of experimental apparatus 
I. Dust feeder  
 
A dust feeder is attached to burner assembly. The dusts are supplied through screw feeder inside the dust 
feeder. Dust feed rate is controlled by dial switch.  
II. Gas heater 
 
     (a) Gas heater     (b) Controller  
Infinity Fluids CRES Air/Gas Heater is used to heat the air flow that is controlled by Mass flow 
controller. Controller unit is separated from the heater. Controller controls the temperature of the output 
at the exit of the gas heater. 
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III. Mass flow controller 
 
Two mass flow controllers are used in the experiments platform: A methane mass flow controller with 
maximum flow capacity of 500 SCCM with precision of 5 SCCM and an Air mass flow controller with 
maximum flow capacity of 5 SLPM with precision of 0.05 SLPM. The mass flow controllers are 
attached to filter to prevent solid impurities in the gas flow.  
IV. Filter 
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V. Burner assembly  
  
Burner is attached to the gas heater and dust feeder. Micro-fiberglass wraps around the burner to prevent 
gas temperature drop across the burner. Orifice plate is located inside the burner to ensure the dust 
entrain to the burner.  
Burner 
Dust feeder 
Gas heater 
T-joint 
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VI. Shadowgraph set-up 
 
          (a) Point light source   (b) Overall shadowgraph set-up  
Point light source is constructed using the project lamp assembly from a projector. Point light source and 
double convex lens provides parallel beam of light. Canon SLR camera along with macro-lens captures 
the edge of the flame at the exit of the burner. 
VII. Overall experimental set-up 
 
Camera 
Light 
source 
Double 
convex lens 
Exit of the 
burner 
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VIII. Dust hopper 
 
Dust hopper fits at the exit of the burner collecting dusts over the periods of time to calibrate dust 
concentration. Detail explanation is provided in Chapter 2-2. 
IX. Sieve shaker and cleaner 
 
Specific size of coal dusts are used for experiments. In order to sieve dust to different size, Retsch 
AS300 Sieve Shaker is used. After the Sieve Shaker is used, Retsch UR 1 Ultrasonic Cleaner is used to 
clean the Sieve Shaker.  
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Appendix C: Images of flame at different concentration, temperature, and equivalence ratio. 
Sand methane-air 
 
             cs = 0 g/m
3
         cs = 50 g/m
3 
         cs = 100 g/m
3
        cs = 150 g/m
3
          cs = 400 g/m
3
 
 
Methane-air at Tu = 297 K 
 
         ϕ = 0.9      ϕ = 1.0    ϕ = 1.1      ϕ = 1.2     ϕ = 1.3    ϕ = 1.4     ϕ = 1.5   ϕ = 1.6 
 
Methane-air at ϕ = 1.0 
                  
      Tu = 297 K    Tu = 350 K   Tu = 400 K  
             
                            Tu = 297 K                     Tu = 350 K                    Tu = 400 K  
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Appendix D: Pictures of experiments of coal methane air flames 
I. Gas only, Tu = 297 K 
1. ϕ = 0.9 
a. Methane-air no dusts, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 0.9 
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2. ϕ = 1.0 
a. Methane-air no dusts, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.0 
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3. ϕ = 1.2  
a. Methane-air no dusts, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.2 
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II. Gas only, Tu = 350 K 
4. ϕ = 0.9 
a. Methane-air no dusts, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 0.9 
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5. ϕ = 1.0 
a. Methane-air no dusts, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.0 
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6. ϕ = 1.2  
a. Methane-air no dusts, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.2 
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III. Gas only, Tu = 400 K 
7. ϕ = 0.9 
a. Methane-air no dusts, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 0.9 
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8. ϕ = 1.0 
a. Methane-air no dusts, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.0 
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9. ϕ = 1.2  
a. Methane-air no dusts, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.2 
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IV. Coal, Tu = 297 K 
10. ϕ = 0.9 
a. Coal, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Coal, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Coal, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 150 g/m
3
 at ambient 
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11. ϕ = 1.0 
a. Coal, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Coal, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Coal, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 150 g/m
3
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12. ϕ = 1.2 
a. Coal, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Coal, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Coal, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 150 g/m
3
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V. Coal, Tu = 350 K 
1. ϕ = 0.9 
a. Coal, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Coal, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Coal, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 150 g/m
3
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2. ϕ = 1.0 
a. Coal, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Coal, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Coal, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 150 g/m
3
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3. ϕ = 1.2 
a. Coal, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Coal, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Coal, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 150 g/m
3
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VI. Coal, Tu = 400 K 
1. ϕ = 0.9 
a. Coal, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Coal, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Coal, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 150 g/m
3
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2. ϕ = 1.0 
a. Coal, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Coal, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Coal, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 150 g/m
3
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3. ϕ = 1.2 
a. Coal, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Coal, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Coal, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 150 g/m
3
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VII. Sand, Tu = 297 K 
1. ϕ = 0.9 
a. Sand, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Sand, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Sand, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 150 g/m
3
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2. ϕ = 1.0 
a. Sand, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Sand, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Sand, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 150 g/m
3
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3. ϕ = 1.2 
a. Sand, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Sand, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Sand, Tu = 297 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 150 g/m
3
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VIII. Sand, Tu = 350 K 
1. ϕ = 0.9 
a. Sand, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Sand, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Sand, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 150 g/m
3
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2. ϕ = 1.0 
a. Sand, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 0 g/m
3
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b. Sand, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Sand, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 150 g/m
3
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3. ϕ = 1.2 
a. Sand, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Sand, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Sand, Tu = 350 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 150 g/m
3
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IX. Sand, Tu = 400 K 
1. ϕ = 0.9 
a. Sand, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Sand, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Sand, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 0.9, cs = 150 g/m
3
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2. ϕ = 1.0 
a. Sand, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 0 g/m
3
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b. Sand, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Sand, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.0, cs = 150 g/m
3
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3. ϕ = 1.2 
a. Sand, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 50 g/m
3
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b. Sand, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 100 g/m
3
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c. Sand, Tu = 400 K, ϕ = 1.2, cs = 150 g/m
3
 
 
 
